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Abstract— Steady rests are auxiliary support used in turning 

as well as boring work to prevent it from being bent by the 

impact of the cutting forces. Steady rest grip, pinpoint and 

sustenance the workpiece held by a lathe chuck. Steady rest 

typically consist of three hydraulically or pneumatically 

operated jaws which are altered to concentrically support a 

job about its outer periphery. Steady rest can also mount for 

good benefit on most types of lathes for internal turning, 

cantering, boring etc. The steady rest supports the bar to be 

turned with three adjustable centres for appropriate work to 

be done. As a result, it absorbs good amount of shock, which 

emitted by bending forces. In industry, I observed that work 

on steady rest plays a major role on overall time. Thus, in this 

project the effort being made to re-design exiting steady rest 

in order to reduce lead time for client, which would allow 

them to accomplish their target in lesser time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Steady Rest is a one of the types of the Fixtures. Fixture is a 

work-holding device used in the industrial engineering. 

Fixture are used to firmly locate the position and backing the 

work. It also assists to reduce working time by allowing quick 

arrangement, and by smoothing the transition from part to 

part. Steady rest is major type of Fixture. To make turning 

operation fast and accurate there are some equipment’s used. 

To reduce the set-up time and increase accurateness, one of 

the attachments is commonly used which is called as “Steady 

Rest”. Steady Rest reduces the total revise reduction along 

with the lead time. It also reduces the skilled level 

requirement for mounting the job on machine. Thus, we 

obtain well accuracy and better machining by use of steady 

rest. 

II. PURPOSE OF REDESIGN 

Reason behind redesigning of steady rest is to eliminate 

decent proportion of ideal set up time which was unnoticed 

by industry. 

 Discussing reason regarding this issue, while turning 

operation worker must set up boring attachment as well as 

steady rest: and after that, again he needs to set up different 

steady rest for boring operation from beginning. So, it cost 

industry lot in terms of time. 

 It can more precise by observing Table 1, which 

depicts brief data of set up time of all operations done on 

workpiece. 

Sr. 

No. 

Process 

Name 

Machine 

Name 

Set up 

time 

(hour) 

Machining 

Time 

(hour) 

1. Bar Cutting 5BS13 0.1 0.59 

2. 
Facing & 

Centering 
5P_HB26 0.75 2.4 

3. Pre-turning 5TL01 0.40 0.75 

4. Tapping 5HB21 4.2 0.99 

5. 
Counter 

boring-1 
5HB21 1.45 0.99 

6. 
Counter 

boring-2 
5HB21 1 0.99 

7. 
1st side 

boring 
5TL01 0.4 1.5 

8. 
2nd side 

boring 
5TL01 0.9 0.7 

9. 
1st & 2nd 

side turning 
5NCL11 0.9, 1 0.7,1.5 

10. Marking 5MARHD 0.1 0.1 

11. 
Face hole 

drilling 
5CG07 0.1 0.1 

12. 
Diameter 

drilling 
5CG07 0.33 1.7 

13. 

Oil seal 

diameter 

burnish 

5TLO1 0.4 0.7 

14. 

1st & 2nd 

finished 

bore 

5TLO1 0.4,0.5 0.7,0.9 

15. Assembly 5HASLY 0.1 0.5 

Table 1: 

III. METHODOLOGY & DESIGN 

 Modification of contemporary developed design in 

industry, by using Computer Aided Design (CAD) 

Modeling. 

 CAD modeling done by use of modern CAD software. 

Like AUTOCAD, CREO etc. 

 Provide three jaws angles as shown below, which is our 

solution to eliminate some amount of setup time of 

remounting steady rest during next operation. 

 Thus, rather than using two, worker can does two 

operations simultaneously in one steady rest. 

 Modified steady rest will eliminate requirement of those 

two steady rests. 

 
Fig. 1: 
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Fig. 2: 

IV. ANALYSIS RESULTS 

 There are several steps I follow to check my design is 

safe or not, 

 Firstly, I applied some specific constraints to steady 

structure and apply cutting force on three jaws in 

tangentially. 

 Secondly, mesh of whole steady rest to obtain accurate 

result of analysis. 

 Method we use for this is Auto gem which is divide 

object in many small Tetra shapes parts and do analysis 

on same for give output as accurate as possible. 

 At last, we do Modal Analysis of our Modified Design 

and we got result which is shown as below, 

 
Fig. 3: 

V. OBSERVED RESULTS FROM IMPLEMENTATION 

Distance and time: Previously work piece was travelling 

889m inside the industry to complete the all 15 processes on 

6 different machines having production time of 27.63 hrs 

assuming no ideal time of the work piece. But, after 

implementing this steady rest it would take only 135mm with 

just machining time of 24.78 hrs and only 2 active machines 

to perform all 15 operations. The travel time is reduced to 

85%. 
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